We propose a new statistical model, named Hierarchical Topic Trajectory Model (HTTM), for acquiring a dynamically changing topic model that represents the relationship between video frames and associated text labels. Model parameter estimation, annotation and retrieval can be executed within a unified framework with a few computation. It is also easy to add new modals such as audio signal and geotags. Preliminary experiments on video annotation task with manually annotated video dataset indicate that our proposed method can improve the annotation accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
Content-based retrieval has been the subject of a significant amount of research in this decade [1, 2, 3] . Especially, we are focusing on video signals as the subject of research, since video signals often include various types of information such as text, audio and visual information.
The realization of general-purposed image/video annotation retrieval has still been a challenging problem. Previous efforts have been mainly directed to how to construct and combine binary classifiers such as support vector machine (SVM) [4, 5] and supervised multi-class learning (SML) [6] to annotate with respect to the presence or absence of each text label. However, this approach has the following crucial drawbacks. 1) Generally speaking, incorporating co-occurrences among text labels into this approach is quite difficult. For example, if a image contains buses, cars and an unknown object, that is hard to recognise, and we have to decide the object is a cow or a bike. If we use binary classifiers for cows and bikes, that may give us no information. But we know that bikes co-occurs with buses and cars more frequently than cows. Although some previous work [7] tried to integrate collocations between text labels with two different attributes, it is impossible to extend it to general types of co-occurrences. 2) In many methods, "one vs the rest" classifiers have been utilized mainly due to computational efficiency. However, this strategy often encounters the so-called masking problem [8] because of the disparity in samples, which means that discrimination for each class often fails.
Recently, inference techniques based on topic models (see Fig.  1 ) have been proposed for acquiring topic models. Probabilistic latent semantic analysis (pLSA) [9] and latent Dirichlet allocation {t-nakano, miyabe, sagayama, onono, nishi}@hil.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp † akisato@ieee.org, {kameoka, kunio}@eye.brl.ntt.co.jp (LDA) [10] are widely known and have been exploited for image annotation retrieval [6, 11, 12, 13, 14] . Canonical correlation analysis (CCA) [15, 16, 17] , which is a generalized variant of Fisher linear discriminant analysis (FDA) for multi-category classification, is also known as one of them. CCA is easy-to-use and feasible for efficiently acquiring topic models. Its effectiveness on image annotation and retrieval has been presented in some previous researches [18, 19] .
Another significant issue for video annotation retrieval is a way of representing temporal dynamics of videos. Two typical approaches exist: 1) representing a video as a set of keyframes and replacing the problem into image annotation retrieval, and 2) representing a video as a statistical model that assumes some Markov properties, such as a state space model and a hidden Markov model (HMM). Although the former approach makes the problem simple, any types of temporal information have been removed, which would be quite significant to capture a video concept composed of a sequence of visual scenes. Meanwhile, the latter approach might be redundant since a shot includes so many video frames similar to each other. Keyframe extraction would be important to obtain a concise representation of shots. Previously, layered dynamic mixture model [20] using hierarchical hidden Markov model (HHMM) are presented. However, they needs considerable computational cost for model parameter estimation and inference.
To this end, we propose a new statistical model which incorporates 1) co-occurrences among visual information and text information and 2) temporal dynamics of videos simultaneously. The proposed model shown in Figure 2 is composed of keyframe-wise topic models and a hidden Markov model connecting topic models smoothly. From this viewpoint, we call the proposed model as a hierarchical topic trajectory model (HTTM). layer corresponds to observations namely video frames vx and text labels wt. The second layer from the bottom corresponds to features xt, y t extracted from the observations. The third layer from the bottom corresponds to latent variables zt representing the relationship between video and audio features. The top layer consists of hidden state series st, which outputs the latent variables. HTTM can be formulated by the following joint probability density function (PDF):
, where X = {x1, x2, ..., xT } (Y, Z, S are all defined similarly), T is the number of keyframes in a given shot, and p(s1|s0) = p(s1). We will describe every component PDF in the following.
The feature vectors x and y are assumed to be independently generated given the latent variable z from a normal distribution with a mean vector given by an affine transformation of z: p(x|z) = N (x; Wxz +x, Ψx) and p(y|z) = N (y; Wyz +ȳ, Ψy), where N (z; μ, Σ) denotes the multivariate normal distribution with mean μ and covariance matrix Σ. A latent space provides a compact representation (topic model) reflecting cross-modal correlations. This model can be easily extended to more than two types of feature vectors, which implies that our proposed model can deal with multiple modals such as audios and geotags.
The latent variables zt (more precisely their conditional expectation) are modeled as the observations of an HMM with hidden states st in layer (d). At each time t, a state variable st takes values from a finite set {1, . . . , K}. We define a transition probability p(st = j|st−1 = i) from a state st−1 = i at time t to a state st = j at time t as pij. The output probability distributions of the states are modeled using a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) as described by the equation below:
, where L k is the number of Gaussians andz k,j , Σ k,j , π k,j are the mean vector, the covariance matrix and the mixture weight of the j-th component of state k. For simplicity, we assume the number of Gaussians to be common between states (L k = L). This HMM enables us to control temporal dependency of topic models and variety of feature vectors simultaneously.
Model training
In this framework, the parameter estimation method can be achieved by a combination of those of topic models and HMM. It consists The conditional expectation of the latent variables zt are then obtained, respectively for the case where only the image feature x is given and that where both the image feature x and the label feature y are given, as:
z(x, y) = Λ
Parameters θs = {{pij}, {z k,j , Σ k,j , π k,j }} for HMM can be estimated from the latent variables zt. That is achieved by using Baum-Welch algorithm [21] , which is an iterative method for estimating parameters in two steps. At first, model parameters are set randomly.
• In the expectation step, the hidden state series st is estimated stochastically, with Viterbi search or forward-backward algorithm.
• In the maximization step, model parameters θs are estimated considering state series estimated in the expectation step. These two steps are repeated until the estimated parameters converge or the iteration count reaches the predefined maximum.
Recognition (Estimation of lacking features)
Recognition can be considered as estimation of label features from video features only. It consists of six steps, shown in Fig. 4 
, where T is the size of series (the number of images used) and p(st|st−1) is transition probability 1 . Latent variablesẑt are re-estimated by considering estimated hidden statesŜ and instance features xt. At each time t, the hidden state st gives a distribution dependent of latent variable zt as described above. Using this information, estimation accuracy for latent variable zt can be improved. Given a state variable st = k, the distribution of latent variable zt can be described by GMM with parametersz k,j , Σ k,j , π k,j (j = 1, 2, . . . , L) for mean vectors, covariance matrices, mixture weights.ẑt are calculated by below equation: zt = P L j=1π jzk,j , whereπi are given by:
A label featureŷ t can be estimated with re-estimated latent variablesẑt. That is archived in the framework of PCCA:
where Wy is given by Wy = CyyBΛ 1 2 . Labels are estimated or annotated from estimated label featureŝ y t . We use ranked output of image for each label i.e. fix a label and rank images in a high likelihood order.
EXPERIMENTS

Experimental Conditions
1 Hidden state seriesŜ can be also estimated stochastically using forwardbackward algorithm for Viterbi decoding. We conducted experiments with TRECVID [3] 2005 data including 127 videos and 56191 shots. We divide them into two data, one is for training, containing 102 videos, 45689 shots, the other is for testing, containing 25 videos, 10502 shots. Bag of Features (BoF) with SIFT local descriptors provided by vireo374 [22] were used as image features. We chose 47 labels 2 from LSCOM-Lite and LSCOM annotation [23, 24] and remove shots without any of 47 labels. We adopted the following 3 alternatives and test 8 = 2 3 methods to extract label feature:
• Label features with zero and positive values such as {0, 1}, or negative and positive values{−1, 1}.
• Weighting label features with tf-idf or not.
• Use latent semantic analysis (LSA) to extract correlations among labels, or not. The number of dimensions d of latent variables was set to 47. In GMM we used diagonal covariance matrices.
We used mean average precision (meanAP), namely the mean value of average precision values over all the labels. Average precision is defined by follow equation:
where r k takes the value r k = 1 if the k-th output is true, otherwise r k = 0, N is the number of annotated samples, R takes the value R = P N k=1 r k , and p k denotes the precision value when considering the 1-st through k-th outputs as all the results. If a system outputs randomly, the precision takes values equal to chance level at each rank and average precision also takes chance level. For the l-th label, values of the l-th dimension ofŷ t s are compared and the output are the indexes in descending order.
Results
We conducted two experiments to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method for automatic video annotation and to analyze relationships between model parameters and annotation accuracy. In the experiment (a), 8 types of methods for label feature extraction were compared on the basis of meanAP. In the experiment (b), we chose the best label features and evaluated the relationship between the annotation accuracy and the number of states K and mixtures L (KL = 240, described below). In the experiment (b), we fixed the number of states K and mixures L satisfying KL = 240 because K = 5 and L = 50 performed best in experiment (a) and 240 has many divisors around 250. There might be some trade-offs between the number of hidden states and mixtures. Many hidden states and a few mixtures would emphasize temporal structures of videos, while the opposite case would pay attention to the current frame features more. Figure 6 shows the results of two labels each. Figure 6 (a) shows that both Airplane and Airplane Flying performed best with K = 4, L = 60. This suggests that correlation information was accurately used in model learning with that condition. Figure 6 (b) indicates the results of Bus and Military. This shows that sometimes HMMs performed worse than considering only image features. One possible reason is that GMMs does not match to very small chance levels those may considered as outliers.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
We proposed a new statistical model, Hierarchical Topic Trajectory Model (HTTM), for acquiring a dynamically changing topic model that represents the relationship between video frames and associated text labels. Label features with zero or tf-idf values performs best. The recognition results revealed some relationships among the number of states, the number of GMM mixtures and annotation accuracy.
Our future work includes some comparison with other video recognition methods and automatic determination extension to estimate the number of states or mixtures.
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